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Critiques or, The Problematics of Pornhub
Pornhub has been accused of many things, most notably reinforcing misogyny
and racism, facilitating human trafficking, and initiating and perpetuating cycles
of mimetic desire and violence. At a recent protest against the site’s 2017 pop-up
shop in SoHo, for instance, Gloria Steinem claimed that “Pornhub is a hub of
violence, it is a hub of danger to women,” and Sonia Ossorio, representing the
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As a concept and a company, Pornhub may evoke a variety of associations. For
most of us, thoughts of “feminist art” and “experimental documentary” would
not be among the first called to mind. As a culmination of years of public relations
strategizing, however, the porn tube site has indeed expanded its presence
into these arenas. First, the company commissioned a feminist art show: “The
Pleasure Principle,” exhibited at Maccarone gallery in East Los Angeles from
September 21st through November 23rd, 2019. Then, throughout the month
of March 2020, Pornhub hosted a streaming video, Shakedown (“Shakedown,”
Pornhub, 2017, https://www.Pornhub.com/shakedown)—a film described by
the Whitney Museum as an “intoxicating, dreamlike portrait of Los Angeles’s
African-American lesbian strip club scene”—free of cost to all users (Weinraub
2020). Previously Shakedown had been exhibited exclusively at film festivals and
on the museum circuit, including the 2017 Whitney Biennial, and since March
it has been hosted by the Criterion Channel. Pornhub curiously occupied the
exhibition space between.1
As it turns out, these endeavors are commensurate with the company’s
previous and ongoing corporate communication strategies, which also include
philanthropic efforts, media stunts, and attempts to influence public policy. Surely
these ventures into the art world emerged similarly as a result of criticism and/or
perceived threats to the site or the broader adult video industry, but I will argue
that the results are ambivalent—as culturally valuable as they are self-serving.2
Many cultural commentators have noted that the study of pornography can
generate insights about the development and adoption of home video and digital
communication technologies. By analyzing the convergence of market logics,
reputation management strategies, and individual corporate actors’ subjectivities
that shape the political economy of this media giant from a hyper-surveilled
industry, I will reveal how we might locate queer and anticapitalist possibilities in
the unlikeliest of places at the intersections of sex and commerce.
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National Organization for Women, argued that “Pornhub sells the idea of sexual
abuse of children, Pornhub sells racist slurs and stereotypes” (Rincón 2017). In
addition to external attacks from antipornography activists, Pornhub and its
tube site kin (most of which are owned by the same parent company, MindGeek),
are also regularly denounced from within the industry for what has been called
platformization. David B. Nieborg and Thomas Poell define the platformization
of cultural production as “the penetration of economic, governmental, and
infrastructural extensions of digital platforms into the web and app ecosystems,
fundamentally affecting the operations of the cultural industries” (2018, 4276).
They focus their argument on five platforms—Google, Apple, Facebook,
Amazon, and Microsoft—on which cultural commodities are increasingly
dependent, but Pornhub also provides a worthwhile case study. Whereas the
other platforms rely on censorship, excluding sexual content to varying degrees
to manage their reputations, Pornhub must actively resist it—a worthwhile effort
that destigmatizes sexual desires, behaviors, and identities, even as it benefits the
brand.
As far back as 2010, three years after Pornhub had first emerged on the scene,
producer LeRoy Myers told me that the industry was on the verge of crisis due
to piracy and competition from free porn sites (Myers, interview with author,
July 9, 2010). Prior to the tube sites’ entry into the market, pornographers had
conceptualized the internet as a new distribution channel that could increase
profit margins over DVD sales for industry professionals. Pornhub and similar sites
like xHamster and YouPorn initially offered an alternative to viewers who didn’t
want to pay for their porn: free, user-generated content, and pirated scenes ripped
from DVDs. By 2012, performer/director Tasha Reign explained that MindGeek
(known at the time as Manwin) had already “bought out all of the big companies
in our business,” including Brazzers and Digital Playground, as well as several
other tube sites (Reign, interview with author, 2012). Since then, MindGeek has
developed a near-complete monopoly over the “traditional” porn industry—the
collection of largely US-based production companies that create hardcore videos.
This includes many small producers and a few vertically integrated studios, like
Hustler and Vivid Video, and the handful of distribution companies, including
Pulse and Anabolic, that dominate industry-wide DVD production. Their control
over the industry has waned as online distribution renders DVDs ever more
obsolete.
Reign noted that MindGeek’s business practices “[get] even sketchier. They go
and they buy our testing facilities, and they’re like, you can’t work for us unless you
get tested here at this testing facility.” She added that the company officially allows
for testing anywhere but that, in reality they are “never gonna hire you unless you
test here.” She expressed particular concern about this biopolitical control that
exceeds the bounds of her paid labor and belies the site’s open-source ethos. More
recently, in The Butterfly Effect, Jon Ronson reveals how the free, largely usergenerated content available on Pornhub and other tube sites has dramatically
devalued industrial porn production in general and specifically the labor of
professional porn performers (2017). The user-uploaded content includes original,
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amateur porn, which functions as competition for professionally produced fare, as
well as pirated content stolen from professionally produced videos sold elsewhere.
The latter violates Pornhub’s user agreement, and the site will eventually take
down any such content to comply with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act,
but in order to do so, someone must first notice it and file a complaint. This can
be time consuming and, for many content creators, is ultimately deemed a waste
of time. Pirated or otherwise, the abundance of free pornography decreases the
demand for professionally produced content. As a result, Ronson contends that
industry professionals “are making a lot less money and are working much, much
longer hours to make that money” (Bisley 2017). As of 2018, the trade publication
XBIZ was reporting that content theft remained the industry’s “biggest challenge,”
with tube sites among the worst offenders (Yagielowicz 2018).
Yet Heather Berg and Constance Penley found that, despite all of this, some
performers have little concern for pirated content, because porn video sales only
benefit production companies: “Were residuals and royalties standard practice,
performers might make more of an effort to encourage fans to ‘pay for [their] porn,’
as the industry slogan goes. As it stands, it may be more efficient for performers
to…focus their marketing efforts on the alternative income streams for which their
porn performances serve as advertisement,” such as feature dancing at strip clubs
(2016, 165). In lieu of or in addition to working for porn production companies,
however, many performers create bespoke videos for individual patrons and/
or upload content to subscription-based sites like OnlyFans, for which tube
sites remain a source of competition. Many producers as well as performers
have therefore adopted an “if you can’t beat them, join them” mentality and
grudgingly entered into revenue-sharing agreements. Pornhub has addressed
perceived disenfranchisement by encouraging performers to produce their own
content and participate in the “Model Program” in any of several ways, including
uploading free videos on Pornhub and earning a cut of the ad revenue that they
generate; creating a subscription based Fan Club to monetize ancillary content
(such as access to blog posts, personal emails, special discounts for pay-to-view
videos) for 80% of the revenue; or posting their content for sale on Modelhub. For
the latter option, the content producer (typically a performer) determines the cost
to view the videos and keeps 65% of the sale price, relinquishing the other 35% to
Pornhub (Modelhub 2019). Silvia Rodeschini describes Modelhub as providing
a way to sidestep “the dense network of gatekeepers… within which performers
usually negotiate their availability, their consent and their compensation” (2020,
11). Indeed, in conversations with forty industry insiders spanning the years
from 2006 to 2015, I was told again and again that agents and distributors had
been delimiting their creative control since the early days of the legitimate
industry. While many different studios and small producers make porn DVDs,
performers’ rates are often determined and negotiated by agents, some of whom
are incredibly predatory, and directors and producers make content for the
distributor rather than for their intended audience. This mimics the Hollywood
distribution model, but because porn producers are so prolific and working with
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such relatively miniscule budgets, the distribution hegemony is, if anything, more
all-encompassing. For instance, Diana DeVoe told me:
The distribution companies, and this is less and less as physical goods
make up less and less of the market, have more to do with what’s produced
than the consumers do. Because…if they won’t buy it, it’ll never get to
the store anyway. Like even with [my production company] DEF, we
unfortunately don’t create product for our fans. We create product for the
salesman that works at our distribution company, because if he doesn’t
like it, he won’t sell it.… So they have a lot of power over you, because
those are the narrow channels in order to get things out. Which is what
made it so lucrative, pre-internet. Now it’s not so much that more people
are getting rich; it’s that everybody’s fiefdom is just taking a little piece out
of the establishment. But, you know, collectively there’s a lot of money, but
again, individually there isn’t. (interview with author, October 19, 2010)
So the pre-tube site days were not necessarily less exploitative or creatively
constrained, and in some ways were more so—Pornhub has not so much colonized
a diversified market as tightened control by replacing an analogue distribution
monopoly with a digital one. As Rodeschini notes, Modelhub eliminates the
content filtration power traditionally held by distributors and offers a genuine, if
partial, solution to the critique that Pornhub is devaluing performer labor, but it
does so by subsuming its competition. MindGeek’s market hegemony has sinister
implications, allowing the company to maintain an exploitative revenue model
that disproportionately harms small producers, including many that specialize
in feminist and/or queer porn. For instance, most users presumably believe
that, unlike subscription fees or purchase prices, all tips would go directly to the
relevant model. In fact, Pornhub has followed the lead of certain actors in the gig
economy in taking a cut. Whereas companies like UberEats and Grubhub have
responded to public pressure and modified their policies to allow drivers to keep
100% of their tips, the exploitation of sex workers’ labor—widely conceptualized
as illegitimate and quasi-legal—does not inspire similar levels of mainstream
outrage; as a result, Pornhub continues to quietly retain 20% of all “tips” or
“tributes” that performers earn. This kind of profit extraction is hardly a case of
workers seizing the means of distribution.
Furthermore, Pornhub’s overwhelming market dominance means that performers have no choice but to participate, on Pornhub’s terms. Many performers
seem to see it as a necessary evil for any content producer seeking traffic and
exposure, with the result that their consent to participate is at best coerced. For
instance, Samantha Hayes (2019) notes that, like it or not, Pornhub will generate
the top hits in any Google search for a performer’s name. She concludes that, “As
evil as tube sites are being such a toxic breeding ground for illegal content, if you
do porn, you‘re on Pornhub. I’ve tested that search with several porn names, and
Pornhub comes out on top. People are most likely discovering you there, and then
deciding to follow you elsewhere. Before Modelhub, they’d have to go to your
social media and browse your feed to see if you sell clips. Now, it’s right there on
the page with a familiar logo they know and love. The fewer clicks you need to

redirect potential paying fans to payment options, the better. The more places
they’re redirected, the more time they have to decide maybe they don‘t want to
buy.” So Pornhub provides the solution to the problem that it itself creates—it
offers a fairly simple way for performers to generate revenue, yet they remain
powerless to prevent users from illegally re-uploading their content. Like Amazon
sellers, content producers have to make a deal with the corporate devil in order to
survive the company’s market dominance.
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Art/Porn: Pornhub’s Public Relations Strategies
It is out of these contexts that Pornhub’s public outreach and philanthropic
strategies have emerged. Alongside similar outreach efforts, the funding of “The
Pleasure Principle” and the streaming of Shakedown appear as attempts to stave off
the kinds of critiques outlined above, and to court legitimacy in ways analogous to
Playboy’s efforts in the 1960s. Via their charitable imprint, “Pornhub Cares,” they
have developed scholarships for women in tech, and created charitable campaigns
supporting PETA, organizations supporting survivors of domestic violence,
and various environmental initiatives. Many of these campaigns do not involve
partnerships with specific organizations, and the charitable commitment remains
vague. For “Save the Boobs,” for instance, Pornhub committed to “donating 1
cent for every 30 videos viewed from our Big Tits and Small Tits categories …to
a breast cancer research charity (“Save the Boobs,” Pornhub Cares, 2020, https://
www.Pornhub.com/cares/save-the-boobs). The benefits of directing traffic to a
site that derives most of its revenue from advertising are self-evident. But despite
hosting these campaigns throughout the month of October for several years
running, the site never specified which charities were benefiting from the stunt.
In March 2020, Pornhub began offering free premiere access to European users
under lockdown orders due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Company Vice President
Corey Price framed this offer in a press release as service toward the common
good: “With nearly one billion people in lockdown across the world because
of the coronavirus pandemic, it’s important that we lend a hand and provide
them with an enjoyable way to pass the time” (Joshi 2020). This magnanimous
gesture certainly seemed to paid off; a collection of “Coronavirus Insights” posted
on Pornhub’s Insights blog in late March (Pornhub 2020) reveals skyrocketing
rates of traffic to the site after countries went on lockdown, which to their minds
“clearly illustrate that people all over Europe were happy to have distractions
while quarantined at home” (Joshi 2020).
All of these efforts are designed to generate publicity, legitimize pornography
in general and Pornhub in particular, counteract or deflect from critiques leveled
from within the industry, and in some cases to defend against critiques of porn/
Pornhub as misogynist, racist, and exploitative. As Susanna Paasonen points
out, “These gestures, like the cultural visibility and popularity of aggregator sites
internationally, run parallel and conflict with anti-pornography agendas that have
notable visibility in the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia and which
have contributed to the framing of pornography as a public health risk, or crisis,
necessitating stricter online policy, filtering and regulation” (2019, 169). Some of
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these efforts directly address legal constraints by attempting to influence or work
around antiporn public policy. In 2016, for instance, Pornhub offered Russian
residents a free trial and discounted subsequent rate for premium subscriptions
as a way to sidestep the country’s ban on access to the site, which they were able
to accomplish because the prohibition against Pornhub.com apparently did not
apply to PornhubPremium.com (Pornhub 2020). At the same time, these public
relations endeavors create buzz, and therefore revenue for MindGeek, as stories
about the stunts circulate via news outlets and social media—notably places that
otherwise exclude pornographic content. While Pornhub cannot directly advertise
on Facebook, for instance, they can benefit from a kind of viral advertising when
news items about their stunts circulate there. In this way, the charity campaigns
“afford virtually free publicity while helping to frame the company as committed
to making the world a better place. This further involves mainstreaming of
Pornhub as a lifestyle and entertainment brand, and even a household name of
sorts” (Paasonen 2019, 174).
Rodeschini notes that, “Pornhub is building a profile revolving around
technical innovation, and its capacity to exploit digital distribution as a profit source
guarantees it a market position that allows it to rewrite the rules of the game and to
launch a campaign of corporate communications with new narratives that attempt
to recode the social meaning of pornography consumption” (2020, 3). She argues
that one of MindGeek’s primary strategies is to deflect critique by disavowing
its associations with pornography. In corporate communications, for instance,
Pornhub founder and former CEO Fabian Thylmann3 positioned himself as “a
tech geek who believed he had found a new sector where the return on capital had
the potential to be particularly high” (3). In order to recruit computer engineers,
data analysts, and other tech industry experts, he intentionally framed the work
environment as “unrelated to the product distributed” and essentially identical
to those available elsewhere in the digital sector: “unless you stumble onto the
wrong floor, you wouldn’t guess what they do” (Rodeschini 2020, 4). In this way,
to maintain their social capital untainted by obscenity, the tech professionals who
create and maintain the site architecture are distinguished from those who create
the pornographic videos—they are, in other words, alienated from the means of
porn production. Rodeschini outlines several other categories in the taxonomy
of MindGeek’s corporate communications. The most relevant for situating “The
Pleasure Principle” and Shakedown would be what she describes as the “explicit
and cool,” or, strategies for connecting the brand “to other products that are
already considered cool in spite of, or because, of their explicit content”—in these
cases, forging associations between Pornhub and queer/feminist art (5). These
ventures into “legitimate” cultural arenas can be seen as attempts by Pornhub to
clean up its image by reconceptualizing or rebranding pornography, positioning
it on a spectrum of sexually provocative art forms rather than entirely disavowing
it.
Regardless of what motivates their existence, I would argue that several of
these corporate strategies have significant cultural value. In particular, the sexual
health and education portions of the site provide information that, especially in

a country like the United States (in which twenty-six states currently mandate
abstinence-only sex education in secondary schools and others neglect to mandate
any sex education whatsoever), is simply not readily encountered elsewhere for
many users. Pornhub’s Sexual Wellness Center includes a range of informative
videos and articles, in which licensed sex therapists and sexologists cover such
topics as sexual communication and consent, basic sexual anatomy, alternatives
to penetrative sex, STIs and reproductive health, navigating interpersonal
relationships, and LGBTQIA+ identities (Pornhub, https://www.pornhub.com/
sex/). The quality of these pieces varies widely, but useful information is not
limited to the Sexual Wellness portal; Modelhub, for instance, includes a blog
that has covered topics like the International Transgender Day of Visibility (2020).
Pornhub’s sponsorship of “The Pleasure Principle” and distribution of
Shakedown, along with current and future endeavors such as commissioning
artists and experimental filmmakers to create provocative but non-pornographic
work, are particularly substantive and worthwhile ventures that have brought
visibility to marginalized artists, ideas, and communities, and challenged
problematic binaries between art and porn, adult film and documentary film. 4
Efforts like these do not, on balance, outweigh the site’s problems, including its
exploitative business model and increasingly monopolistic control over the adult
video industry. I argue, however, that in combination with the site’s productive
potentialities, including the queer and sex positive aspects of its current web
architecture, Pornhub’s ventures into cultural production should not be dismissed.
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Case Studies—Negotiating Contested Spaces On- and Offline
In a Bloomberg article featured in the “Pleasure Principle” exhibition press kit,
James Tarmy notes, “The calculus behind a streaming-porn site sponsoring an
exhibition of envelope-pushing, sexualized art is fairly straightforward. From
a gallery’s end though, the exercise could be fraught: Consensual sex work and
pornography, by definition, raise complex questions of misogyny and exploitation”
(2019). The press release for the show deftly sidesteps these questions by positioning
pornography as itself a subset of sex-radical art, beginning with an epigraph from
Juana María Rodríguez’s Sexual Futures, Queer Gestures, and Other Latina Longings:
“Most definitions of pornography have less to do with specific sexual acts and
more to do with what pornography is generally defined against: art” (2019). This
quotation is a provocation, to which the rest of the press release responds. Although
it perfectly crystallizes the exhibition’s mission, this invocation of a queer Latina
theorist’s cultural authority is questionable considering it comes from a gallery
located in Boyle Heights. This historically working-class Latinx neighborhood
has been ground zero for battles against gentrification in East Los Angeles in
recent years. Art galleries have been a particular target for protestors’ ire, as
encapsulated in slogans like, “We don’t need galleries, we need higher salaries!”
(Delgadillo 2017). Maccarone was specifically singled out, having “received the
most criticism from locals because of comments the proprietor made to the New
York Times. The neighborhood ‘still has a dangerous quality,’ Michele Maccarone
told the Times” (2016).
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When I asked how she had responded to the protests, Maccarone told me that
she ultimately chose not to engage for several reasons, describing the situation
as a “damned if you do, damned if you don’t” quandary (interview with author,
November 11, 2020). Although she sympathizes with the activists, Maccarone
believes that she was the wrong target (2020). Indeed, the only acceptable response
for the “Defend Boyle Heights” movement would be, in one activist’s words, “for
all art galleries in Boyle Heights to leave immediately and for the community
to decide what takes their place” (Nazarian 2017). While affordably housing
the people of a community should take precedence over commercial land-use,
there is something to be said for Maccarone’s suggestion that the landlords (and,
I might add, local government officials) rather than the gallery owners should
be the primary target of anti-gentrification activism. This may be a convenient
deflection, but there is also validity to the claim that, in practice, the landlords
would not simply donate the buildings to the community if the current residents
were to capitulate to the protests and move their galleries elsewhere. There is
an interesting parallel here to Pornhub’s colonization of the porn industry,
positioning itself as open-source while extracting profits from every angle. Just as
MindGeek controls the business model, taking power and self-determinacy away
from laborers while Pornhub offers free porn to users, it is the landlords that buy
up property that might otherwise be controlled by the community so that galleries
can offer free art-viewing in lieu of housing. And it is capitalism that motivates and
facilitates monopolistic business practices and their effects, including the everescalating rents that price artists and galleries out of other neighborhoods.5 In the
end, both situations can be true: Maccarone Gallery and Pornhub are complicit
in perpetuating inequalities, but ultimately they are symptomatic—individual
actors with varying levels of power, whose choices are constrained to varying
degrees by many of the same systemic forces that contribute to the exploitation of
laborers and community members.
Meanwhile, “The Pleasure Principle” has received additional criticism for its
overwhelmingly white lineup. The representation of artists of colour was limited
to Nao Bustamente’s 1992 performance piece Rosa Does Joan, Renee Cox’s Garter
Belt (2001), and several works by Narcissister, including the 2019 installation T
 he
Face (Performing male facial features). All of the artists were born and raised in the
US or Western Europe, but several are marginalized in other ways—for instance,
of Jewish heritage and/or LGBTQIA+. When I asked Maccarone about the racial
homogeneity of the lineup, she told me that the original list of artists that she had
approached was considerably more diverse, but that in the end she had to exhibit
work from the artists who agreed to participate (2020). Although she couldn’t
speculate about most artists’ reasons for declining participation, she believes it is
possible that the Pornhub sponsorship may have played a role. It is also possible
that some artists of colour would intentionally avoid working with the gallery as
a result of the anti-gentrification protests. In the end, while a more intersectional
intervention could have been more valuable still, the exhibition nonetheless offers
a productive contribution to conversations about gender, sexuality, and bodily
autonomy.
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The show’s press release frames it as providing a platform for renegade women
artists to push the proverbial envelope:
‘The Pleasure Principle’ highlights a pan-generational group of artists
who challenge the censorship of sexual imagery. The show focuses on
visionaries who have taken a stand against respectability politics, pushing
the limits of imagery one might expect to find in an art gallery. The male
gaze has always dominated popular erotica, but these artists disrupt
this long and troubled history by carving out their own erotic space.…
Collectively, the featured works divorce the erotic body from its objecthood
as a pure means for sexual arousal and gratification. The impetus of
‘The Pleasure Principle’ is to disrupt the historical status of the carnal
form as passive object of pleasure. The exhibition space is a platform for
unfettered artistic expression, similar to the zone Pornhub has created
for uninhibited sexual content on the Internet. Maccarone appreciates
Pornhub’s initiative to commission a curatorial dialogue between
pornography and art, a conversation not commonly acknowledged in the
current cultural climate. It is an innovation for a porn-tech superpower
trafficking in the glut of online visual content to facilitate an aesthetic IRL
experience. (Artfacts 2019)
This framing is shrewd and insightful in its entirety, but I would like to hone in
on this phrase: “the zone Pornhub has created for uninhibited sexual content on
the Internet.” I had suspected that the copy that follows was added at Pornhub’s
request, but Maccarone suggested that an employee, Lukas Hall, had written
the copy in collaboration with other members of the gallery team, and that
“Pornhub was not involved” (email correspondance with author, November 4,
2020). While the framing in the press release may seem calculated to legitimize
Pornhub, Maccarone believes that individual corporate actors were genuinely
invested in the project for personal reasons. She told me that her contact at
Pornhub, Alexzandra Kekesi, had “studied women’s studies in college,” and that
Kekesi’s role in commissioning “The Pleasure Principle” came “from a place of
incredible sincerity” (interview with author, November 11, 2020). She believes the
exhibition was a pet project for Kekesi, borne of a genuine interest in feminist art,
rather than a crass corporate PR strategy. Of course, these motivations are not
mutually exclusive. Despite its praise for Pornhub’s “innovation” in facilitating
“an aesthetic IRL experience,” the closing sentence of the press release suggests
ambivalence toward “a porn-tech superpower trafficking in the glut of online
visual content.” On the one hand, it certainly serves Pornhub’s interests to
challenge porn’s distinction from and inferiority to “legitimate” art. The site is
positioned alongside—indeed equated with—sex radicals “who have taken a
stand against respectability politics.” In calling out the male gaze, the description
also anticipates and circumvents antiporn feminist critiques of Pornhub and
pornography more broadly. And yet, a closer examination reveals a concession
to those same critiques, which amounts to a subtle dig at the show’s primary
sponsor: “the featured works divorce the erotic body from its objecthood as a pure
means for sexual arousal and gratification.” This implies that the simple act of
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recontextualizing sexual imagery may be sufficient to avoid the more exploitative
tendencies of much hardcore pornography.
A perusal of the exhibited works, however, reveals far more complexity.
Alongside such art heavyweights as Louise Bourgeois and Cameron, filmmakers
like Doris Wishman, and cultural icons like Annie Sprinkle (whose work has been
bridging the supposed gap between art and porn since the 1980s), for instance,
Ann Hirsch’s work emerges as particularly productive for thinking about the
interventions accomplished by the show. In Cuts (2017), a seven-channel video
installation, Hirsch repurposed clips found on Pornhub by adding incongruous
voiceover narration. Each channel features a compilation of brief, thematically
linked clips. In “Lily White (For Women),” for instance, she begins by drily
reciting scientific facts about the colour white—“an achromatic color, a color
without hue, light with a spectral composition that stimulates all three types of
the color-sensitive cone cells of the human eye”—while a nude, blonde, white
woman sits in an all-white room at a white vanity table and contemplates putting
on a sheer pink (nearly white) teddy. The commentary continues, accompanying
a series of clips featuring notably white mise-en-scène, almost exclusively white
performers, and the unmistakable aesthetics of “porn for women”: soft focus, high
production values, “romantic” elements such as gentle caressing and passionate
kissing. Some clips feature a cis man with a cis woman; others feature two cis
women; others, like the woman sitting at the vanity, are solo scenes. The critique
becomes increasingly overt, as we hear that white represents “innocence and is
the symbolic opposite of black.” Immediately thereafter, we see the first nonwhite
performer—a Black man with a white woman. Significantly, this is also the

____________________________
Figure 1.
Still from “Lily White (For Women)” (2019), courtesy of Ann Hirsch and Maccarone Gallery.
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moment when the voiceover reveals that surveys conducted in the United States
show that “white is the color most often associated with perfection, the good,
honesty, cleanliness, beginning, the new, neutrality, and exactitude.”
In this way, Hirsch’s ironic commentary denaturalizes the symbolic order
underlying white supremacy and calls attention to some of the ways that it operates
within the relatively benign subgenre of “porn for women.” As Mireille MillerYoung points out, in addition to relying on racist tropes in its representational
repertoire, Black labour is devalued in countless ways within the porn industry
(2014). Although these practices may change in response to the proliferation of
Black Lives Matter protests (which, though focused on police violence, also called
out racism and white supremacy in various industries) and the recently formed
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color Adult Industry Collective (BIPOC-AIC), it
has been standard practice for Black women performers to earn lower rates than
their white (and typically also Asian and Latina) counterparts, and conversely, for
white women to charge higher rates to appear in scenes with Black men versus
white men.6 Feminist porn, as a subgenre and mode of production, frequently
involves intentionally egalitarian labor practices as a corrective to industry
conventions, but “porn for women” is a much broader category that functions
first and foremost as a marketing tool on sites like Pornhub. Whereas feminist
pornographer Tristan Taormino describes her porn as “fair trade,” for instance,
and Candida Royalle defined her “porn with a female sensibility” as foregrounding
women’s pleasure, Pornhub’s “porn for women” and “female friendly” tags simply
encompass videos that woman-identified users watch (Tristan Taormino, phone
interview with the author, August 14, 2011; Candida Royalle, phone interview
with the author, June 7, 2006). The “porn for women” landing page includes a
heading with the following description: “Porn for women takes many forms, and
there‘s no single genre that fully defines ‘porn for her.’ That‘s why we‘ve compiled
all of the porn videos that are most-watched and most-favorited by real women.
Female-friendly porn isn‘t one-size-fits-all—here, you‘ll find everything from
story-driven, passionate softcore porn to hardcore gangbangs. The one thing they
all have in common? Real women actually prefer them.”7 The category therefore
includes a similar mixture of videos as can be found anywhere else on the site. Its
description relies on a plethora of questionable a priori assumptions; data mining
reveals that users who were determined to be women chose to watch the videos—
the extent to which women users actually enjoyed them is much more difficult
for an algorithm to determine. What “porn for women” does provide is a veneer
of safety and respectability. In practice, as the site copy acknowledges, Pornhub’s
conception of the genre category is so broad and vaguely defined as to be
essentially meaningless. By calling out the meaninglessness of “porn for women,”
Hirsch’s installation recalls other ways that experimental filmmakers and video
artists have engaged with the conventions, rhetoric, and visual iconography of
porn to critique how the genre can reinforce heteropatriarchal cultural norms.8
Most of the artworks, however, did not engage the racialized dimensions of
sex, desire, or pornography. The central focus of the show was explorations of
(white) women’s sexuality. In conversation, Michele Maccarone situated porn
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within a history of “sexy imagery” that includes “half naked women” in films
from the silent era and paintings of “a sexy Madonna with her tit out,” which she
sees as “iconography as an excuse to make a sexy picture,” and insisted that, in
general, “the impetus for art is sex” (interview with author, November 9, 2019). She
therefore finds it absurd that people are “looking down on the medium” of porn
and laments that the art world continues to be constrained by the larger cultural
“sense of heterosexuality and family” (2019). The show was designed to counteract
these hegemonic ideologies, by centering women’s subjectivity, incorporating
queer and polymorphously perverse imagery, and engaging the provocations of
overtly sexual artwork.
When I asked if she had personally experienced any censorship, she said she
had not per se. For this show, for instance, she hadn’t encountered direct censorship
but did confront what she called “obstacles.” She said, “We approached a lot of
artists. Obviously, there are a ton of artists that are appropriate for this exhibition,
and we got a lot of ‘No’s—because of the sponsorship, because of Pornhub” (2019).
When I asked whether the artists who turned down participation in the show
did so because they didn’t want to be associated with porn in general, or with
a corporate site like Pornhub in particular, she speculated that, “I think it was
a little bit of both, but I don’t think it was necessarily the corporate-ness of it;
I think it was literally the porn-ness of it” (2019). She revealed, however, that
for one prominent artist (whose name she asked be kept off the record), “it was
specifically Pornhub.” Maccarone admitted, “I kind of wore her down at a certain
point. I mean she’s in the show. But I didn’t get the work from her; I borrowed it
from her gallery. And so she felt like there was that kind of safe distance” (2019).
This suggests that optics, rather than ethics, may have been underlying this
particular artist’s hesitation. Maccarone views these concerns as symptomatic of
larger cultural shifts. In fine art circles, she explained, “people don’t buy sexually
explicit work these days. I think it was different at some other point in history, but
these days I feel like people are buying safe work that’s more commodifiable, that
will increase in value.… The art world is very economically motivated and has
very recently become incredibly corporatized” (2019). In describing a distinction
between art and porn, she arrives back at an overlap—as they grow ever more
accessible through the vicissitudes of the web, both cultural forms become
increasingly commodified, corporatized, and consolidated.
“The Pleasure Principle,” then, is designed to make porous the boundaries
between these spaces. In a write-up of the show for Cultured magazine, Dean
Kissick argues that, “As hardcore pornography moves closer and closer to the
mainstream, art might perhaps give it some gravitas and context. But the art
world has much to gain and to learn from pornography also” (2019). He suggests
that, for instance, “Artists might also look to pornography to take the mood of the
time.” And yet, echoing analyses of the porn industrial complex’s intersections
with big data, he cautions that, “We might also wonder to what extent our desires
are our own, now that we’re tied up in these huge, complicated desiring machines
that pull us in every direction and encourage us to make ourselves into pictures
and objects for the consumption of others.” This is yet another way in which porn
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cannot be meaningfully distinguished from the art world, which, as Maccarone
pointed out, is increasingly “economically motivated” (interview with author,
November 9, 2019). Under capitalism and in the information age, greater access
to art and porn alike means that, more and more, the consumers become the
commodities. Earlier in this text, I referred to the notable affinities between the
marketplaces of tube sites and art galleries. The press release for “The Pleasure
Principle” emphasizes the commercial nature of the exhibition, in which most
of the artworks were for sale. Much like Pornhub, of course, galleries subsidize
free content for most viewers by advertising to potential buyers—as with the free
thumbnail videos enticing Pornhub users to click through to premium content,
the average gallery visitor can take advantage of what can be viewed for free
because others will be willing to “pay to play.”
If “The Pleasure Principle” draws connections between the artistic and
pornographic realms of commerce by creating an “IRL viewing experience”
sponsored by a digital porn conglomerate, Shakedown creates continuity between
different but interrelated kinds of sexual labor, bringing the offline niche
community of the Black lesbian strip club into Pornhub’s online megalopolis.
A single location, the greater Los Angeles area, unites the gallery, Shakedown
(both club and film), and the porn industry proper. Their disparate relationships
to urban space illuminate hierarchies of power. Shakedown depicts a series of
moments from the eponymous weekly party, initially hosted at the Horizon
nightclub in Los Angeles, featuring queer Black women performing exotic
dancing for an audience of primarily queer Black women. No mere interloper,
Weinraub was herself a part of the scene. Like Michele Maccarone, club promoter
Ronnie Ron rented the space for Shakedown. A key difference, however, is that
Shakedown was created by a member of the community that it was also designed
to serve.
Without Weinraub’s cinematic archiving, the now-defunct Shakedown
parties might have been lost to history. Having operated underground in the
pre-digital era, the party’s marketing efforts, such as flyers and posters, have left
no easily accessible traces online. Shakedown reveals how underground parties
catering to a queer Black clientele can—like the balls featured in Paris Is Burning
(1990)—provide a space for minority subjects’ community, connection, and
joy, and a respite from what José Esteban Muñoz has described as “the phobic
majoritarian public sphere” (1999, 4).9 On one level, then, the film is incredibly
valuable as a document of a particular community occupying a particular time
and place, but it is equally productive as an experiment. Loosely organized around
the conceptual categories of “Money,” “Love,” and “Power,” the film employs an
innovative but appropriately lo-fi aesthetic to explore what is at stake for the
women of Shakedown. The theoretical framework evokes adult filmmaker Shine
Louise Houston’s contention that pornography is “a place where money, sex,
media, and ethics converge” (qtd. in Rich 2001). The convergence of money, love,
and power is briefly glorious for the dancers featured in the film, but ultimately
their power is revoked by hegemonic white heteropatriarchy, embodied in the
film by several police officers who raid the club. Arguably it is the confluence of
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money and sex—in the context of heteronormative expectations that sex should
accompany monogamous romantic love—that makes pornography (and sex work
more broadly) so disturbing to its opponents. Certainly, capitalism provides the
impetus for exploitative labour practices across the board, but in resisting stigma,
activists remind us that sex work is indeed work, and should be treated as such:
most of us sell our bodies, one way or another, but only sexual labour is singled
out as always automatically exploitative. The refusal to engage with the specifics
of the work is precisely what enables exploitation to persist and even thrive. As
Melissa Gira Grant writes, “An image of a woman in porn can be seen to stand in
for ‘all women’, whereas an actual woman performing in porn is understood as
essentially other. So ‘defending women from images of women in porn’ is a project
that’s understood (by some feminists) as a broader political project, whereas the
labor rights of women who perform in porn are considered marginal” (2014, 62).
As “the first-ever non-adult film” to be screened on Pornhub, Shakedown
resists this tendency through its assemblage of moments from the dancers’ daily
lives. Although it is in no way didactic, the film serves a pointedly pedagogical
function simply by spotlighting a community and a culture with which most
people—and most Pornhub users—are unfamiliar. Like the gallery exhibit,
though less directly, Shakedown envisions art as a tool for achieving and enacting
freedom of sexual expression. By “mapping out economies of pleasure rarely seen
onscreen,” director Leilah Weinraub centers Black lesbian desire in a decidedly
non-pornographic manner (“Shakedown,” Events, The Whitney Museum, 2017,
https://whitney.org/Events/LeilahWeinraub). Although Shakedown’s depiction
of sex workers could be seen as porn-adjacent, the film’s political and aesthetic
goals are largely antithetical to Pornhub’s top-down corporate business model.
The film does include nudity, grinding, and some overtly sexual behavior, but in
service of envisioning the strip club as a space of sexual liberation and grassroots
community building as well as commerce. Over the course of its seventy-one
minutes, the viewer is introduced to a diverse cast of characters and granted
access to what is normally a cautiously guarded space, yet the film resists easy
understanding. Weinraub incorporates older archival footage from another LA
club—Jewel’s Catch One—alongside footage that she shot inside Horizon Night
Club and interviews conducted in dancers’ homes at indeterminate times. Some
interviews seem to have been conducted during the club’s heyday; others clearly
after the fact. Eschewing mainstream documentary conventions, names or other
identifying information never accompany the images of the interview subjects.
The resulting sense of disorientation deflects and complicates what Mark E. Reid
describes in a different context as “the hegemony of an erotic colonialist and
heterosexist gaze upon the black body” (1997, 79). Instead, we experience scattered
glimpses of life at Shakedown—a queer, messy, empathetic gaze.
Viewing Shakedown more than a decade after filming was completed, I was
struck by how rare images of working class Black lesbian communities continue
to be. In an early scene, dancer I-Dallas tells the straight men in the crowd to back
up: “If you straight, you don’t need to be at the front!” This centering of queer
subjectivity and community is central to the film’s mission, along with challenging
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the idea that strip clubs are inherently immoral and merely transactional spaces.
We learn that Shakedown provided a supportive environment for dancers and
patrons alike. At one point, for instance, two patrons wait outside the club as one
explains its significance: “It’s not that many clubs where you can just go and be
yourself and that’s in the hood. It isn’t Hollywood or Santa Monica. It’s like, you need
somewhere that’s in the hood.” The club’s locality is what makes it simultaneously
so valuable and so vulnerable to surveillance from the carceral state. Near the
end of the film, we learn that a final police raid due to insufficient permitting
has precipitated the dissolution of Shakedown. The spectacle of white male cops
arresting queer Black women—invading this space created by and for them—
evokes the twin spectres of white supremacy and heteropatriarchy. This begs the
question of how these ideas circulate in a space like Pornhub: if recontextualizing
pornography in an art gallery can open productive conversations, what happens
when the situation is reversed and a film from the museum circuit is invited into
the porn site?
Distributors are the gatekeepers of media, allowing potential profits to
determine which films can be widely accessed. Weinraub is using one such
powerful channel in order to reach a new market for her film. And why shouldn’t
she? Moderation standards would exclude the film from many more “legitimate”
streaming services—platforms like YouTube, Netflix, and iTunes—with policy
clauses prohibiting the hosting of “objectionable content,” including sexually
explicit material.10 I would argue that the film shares certain preoccupations and
investments with pornography—overlaps that enable it to expand the horizons of
the average porn viewer. Whereas respectability politics are mutually reinforcing
of sex negativity, this film’s overt sexuality is central to its theoretical force. Pat
Califia argues that, “a desire that cannot be named or described”—or, I would
add, depicted—“is a desire that cannot be valued, acted upon, or used as the basis
for an identity,” acknowledging the political urgency of public sex and sexuality
(1994, xxi). In this context, Shakedown, its distribution via Pornhub, and even
Pornhub more broadly are all sites of profound political potential. In a review
for the film, Whitney Strub argues that its distribution via Pornhub provides
“a productive genealogical remapping. It’s not pornographic, not even close;
Weinraub’s interests are in people, labor, and the tension and release of sexual
commodification beyond the traditional male gaze, not stripping itself per se
(though neither does she shy away from covering some unflinchingly raunchy acts
in graphic detail)” (2020). In considering how Pornhub’s site architecture shapes
the viewing experience, he argues persuasively that the film evokes classic gay
porn by the likes of Fred Halsted and various queer sex films that evince a strong
sense of place, ultimately concluding that, “running [Shakedown] through the lens
of a porn tube site helps resituate it into a broader cinematic, cultural, and sexual
tradition of queer communities forming expansive erotic imaginaries in tightly
constrained material conditions, a testament to the power and resilience of queer
desire” (2020). Historically, gay and lesbian porn has been overtly politicized in a
way that straight porn never has; because LGBTQIA+ bodies and sex acts have
been subject to the biopolitical control of legal regulation and censorship in a way
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that straight, gender-conforming bodies and heteronormative sex acts have not,
showing queer sex on screen was from the beginning a radical act. Shakedown’s
association with pornography, then, emphasizes rather than undermines its sex
radicality.
In the last decade, scholarship focusing on queer and feminist porn as sites
for community building has proliferated, but even otherwise mainstream sites
like Pornhub can provide such spaces. This can result in either the centering or
mere co-optation of marginalized voices or, perhaps most often, a combination
of the two. Weinraub attempted to skew this collaboration toward the latter,
by contextualizing the film in several ways. Shakedown was hosted separately
from actual porn videos on its own page, designed specifically for the film with
Weinraub’s input. The description reads: “a time based work of art by Leilah
Weinraub that depicts a real eutopic lesbian strip club in Los Angeles. Blackowned and operated, by women” (2020). This framing differs dramatically
from the typical descriptions of Pornhub videos through its emphasis on “art”
and concepts such as “time based” and “eutopic” as well as its reference to Black
business ownership. As such, in combination with its segregation from the rest
of Pornhub, it functions as both a filter and a sketchy road map for potential
viewers. During the month that Shakedown was streaming on the site, Weinraub
and several dancers featured in the film regularly signed in to participate in live
chats, which provided additional context for the film. The chat remains available
as of this writing, in November 2020, with users occasionally adding comments,
for instance, encouraging others to find the film elsewhere or asking if and when
the film will be available on DVD.
A perusal of the chat reveals that, for many people, this particular screening
did seem to facilitate a meaningful form of connection and community building.
Comments from users included, for instance, “just wanted to say never felt so seen”
(guest_Colt March 19, 2020), “what a vision to see an underground architectural
hole become a space where black women seek pleasure with each other” (guest_
Madelyn March 26, 2020), and “So glad to finally see this documentary! This film
is so important because there is not enough documentation of people like us –
Black, queer, sex workers/performers & it felt very honest and was so empowering
to see!” (beyondeep March 9, 2020). Several users explicitly thanked Weinraub for
making the film, and others struck up a conversation about similar clubs around
the country after user Naptimehacker offered: “Nice to see this as a counterpoint
to the clubs in Atl” (March 16, 2020). On several different days, users attempted to
find community: “where my studs at” (guest_Howard, March 16, 2020) and “who
here is an actual lesbian tho” (guest_Holden, March 9, 2020). Remarks like this
confirm the importance of making the film more accessible to people who, for any
number of reasons, lack the opportunity or the interest to attend a screening on
the arthouse circuit.
This is not to suggest that the chat provided an entirely positive experience;
the system was prone to glitches and susceptible to hostile attacks. Users did not
have to register or login to Pornhub to participate in the chat. Although individual
users could opt to modify their username if they so chose, all were initially
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Figure 2.
Shakedown landing page (Pornhub).
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assigned a randomly generated username on the model “guest_Name”. That
anonymity arguably allows for more inclusiveness but also fails to provide any
sort of protections or accountability. Without any identity verification, Pornhub
is unable to block or ban abusive users—a situation that leaves bigots feeling
empowered to invade live chat spaces. This situation mirrors complaints from
antiporn activists that the site does not adequately filter out content featuring
minors, non-consensual sex acts, overt racism, and other offensive, unethical, or
even illegal behavior. More benignly, users frequently complained that they were
being blocked from typing certain phrases or words. Weinraub expressed similar
frustrations: “yea its blocking me too…i cant really type anything” (March 16,
2020). A few days later, Weinraub wrote, “please come chat on Saturday … should
be fixed by then,” but the problem was never resolved (March 19, 2020). In her
final appearance in the chat, Egypt complains, “For some reason I am not able to
say what I want without this board saying I am cursing” (March 29, 2020). Several
actual curse words, however—including racial slurs—did make it through the chat
filters. Whether it was the result of Pornhub’s lack of care or intentionally placing
constraints on Weinraub’s control over the distribution process, these oversights
severely limited the functionality of the chat, resulting in merely the illusion of the
free exchange of ideas, much as some would argue that the entire site presents the
illusion of democratic porn production and distribution. Maccarone claims that
she enjoyed complete creative control over “The Pleasure Principle” exhibition
and its marketing, and, based on the description of Shakedown featured on its
landing page (see figure 2), Weinraub was likely free to frame the film however
she chose. Pornhub’s posturing as a neutral intermediary is neither accidental nor
benevolent, but rather constitutive of its branding as an open-source haven from
the heavily moderated environments of other streaming video and social media
platforms. The site has the capability to enforce communication standards—for
instance banning the use of racial slurs—but instead Pornhub washes its hands
of responsibility, leaving the burden of this labour to the artist and users.
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Regardless, the chat became, however narrowly and briefly, a space for
connection and community building. As user sun_water_love put it, “This film/
art/community brought us all here, to appreciate and share with and hear from
you all” (March 29, 2020). Weinraub had specifically insisted on incorporating
the chat mechanism “as a way to simulate the sort of community one might find
in a theater” (Ryzik 2020). It also enabled the text to expand beyond its discrete
borders, in ways lightly reminiscent of Third Cinema screenings designed to
reconceptualize the cinema as a two-way medium created in conversation with
audiences.11 When user One asked if there are “any other projects or films on this
subject,” for instance, Weinraub promised to “make a list and put it on the films
website” and added a few titles in the chat: “stud live, pariah, rize, paris is burning
… man made, chocolate babies, young soul rebels.” Through this expansion of
the film’s pedagogical function, Weinraub positioned Shakedown within a larger
tradition of queer Black cinema (March 23, 2020). Some meaningful conversation
was facilitated, as when user Max chimed in to say, “I’m a man, I hope that’s OK.”
Egypt responded that, “everyone’ welcome here, love,” but shortly thereafter
Weinraub replied, “i prefer for cis men not to be here, egypt may have her own
opinion” and a brief debate ensued, with Weinraub implicitly deferring to Egypt by
not ultimately insisting that the cis men leave (March 23, 2020). The conversation
picked up threads from the film about whom such spaces, and such art, is for.
Weinraub’s response echoes I-Dallas’ insistence (documented in Shakedown)
that straight men move to the back of the club. The disagreement over this point
between Egypt and Weinraub is an additional reminder that Black lesbians are
not homogenous, and that contradictions and discontinuities should be engaged
rather than elided. This in turn reinforces the need for many more depictions, so
that we might begin to scratch the surface of the complexities of this community
and others like it. This is, of course, the corollary to the contention that any
given film is just an advertisement for other films (and ancillary products); every
worthwhile depiction of an underrepresented group lays the foundation for
more.12 Weinraub shared with Melena Ryzik of The New York Times “her theory
of utopias: ‘These little bubbles have to end, for them to kind of pollinate a bigger
culture,’ she said. ‘It feels sad, but it bursts at some point’” (2020). In light of this
idea, we might read the poignant ending of Shakedown (and of Shakedown the
weekly party) as planting a seed, which might be cultivated and hybridized by
viewers, beginning with conversations generated in the live chats hosted by
Pornhub.
Meanwhile, a perusal of the chat suggests that Weinraub avoided answering
any questions about her motivations in collaborating with the site that was
hosting the live chat. Like some of the artists who opted to participate in “The
Pleasure Principle” and many of the porn professionals who choose to join
Modelhub, Weinraub perhaps envisions Pornhub as a necessary evil.13 When
asked in an interview for Vanity Fair why she agreed to let Pornhub stream the
film, Weinraub notes that she had experienced difficulty in funding the project,
and particularly in finding distribution beyond the museum and festival circuits:
“Where is the machine that helps me get from finishing the film to showing it to

people?” (Collins 2020) Pornhub was a natural choice; this was not Weinraub’s
first time collaborating with the site. In 2016, in her capacity as CEO of clothing
brand Hood by Air, she partnered with Pornhub for a New York Fashion Week
runway show.14 In a New Yorker profile, Cassie de la Costa reveals that there may
be philosophical reasons as well. Weinraub had been contemplating,
the question of labor as it relates to privacy, of how one can have a space
to create, experiment, and explore without the burden of working just
to live.… Privacy is currency, and the way that it’s often discussed—in
relationship to technology or as a way for upper-class white women to write
novels—ignores the way it has operated in the United States: as an engine
of well-being in a capitalist society, and one that has been systematically
denied to black people from the moment that white people arrived on the
coast of Ghana to begin shipping slaves west. (2018)
Certainly, access to privacy, leisure, and “a room of one’s own” removed from
spaces of commerce and capital is vital. In order to thrive, communities must be
free of surveillance, yet nor should they be relegated to the shadows. Making the
personal political, the private public, is equally important. Particularly in relation
to sexuality, marginalized groups are routinely excluded from the public sphere,
and that exclusion is both a primary cause and a notable effect of sex negativity.
In that context, pornography emerges as a productive site for marginalized bodies
and identities.
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Conclusion—Decoding Desires
Pornhub’s political economy remains a fraught phenomenon. The site’s parent
company, MindGeek, has strong-armed its way into a synergistic monopoly that
combines many of the worst capitalist excesses of the porn and tech worlds.
Pornhub’s commissioning of “The Pleasure Principle” and distribution of
Shakedown are meaningful cultural interventions, while also fitting comfortably
within a larger constellation of self-serving strategies designed to resist general
antiporn rhetoric on the one hand and specifically anti-Pornhub rhetoric from
within the industry on the other—all of which serve to tighten the company’s
stranglehold on the industry. Pornography, like capitalism itself, is riddled with
and thrives on such contradictions.
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari offer, in Anti-Oedipus (1996), a theoretical
framework for conceptualizing these contradictions, one in which political and
libidinal economies are understood as two sides of the same sticky coin. The
regulation of sexual urges and (trans)actions is coextensive with the regulation
of capital exchange, or as Paulo Correa puts it, the “repression of [the] sexual
economy maintains, produces and reproduces the capitalist model of political
economy,” and vice versa (Correa 1979). In the framework of Anti-Oedipus, “the
general theory of society is a generalized theory of flows,” of everything from
capital and commodities to populations, somatic fluids, and desires (Deleuze and
Guattari 1996, 262). A society’s primary function is to code these flows—assigning
meanings, values, and functions to every movement and exchange—to the extent
that the “terrifying nightmare” of any society would be a decoded or uncoded flow
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(139–40). Pornhub exemplifies this tendency, simultaneously coding, recording,
and monetizing every conceivable desire. And yet obscenity is so heavily regulated
and the porn industry so heavily surveilled because unbridled, public displays of
sexual desires and behaviors—even when commodified on sites like Pornhub—
present a notable challenge to the status quo. To maintain social order, individual
desires must be constrained and repressed. For Deleuze and Guattari, the pleasure
principle is the enemy of established orders:
“If desire is repressed, it is because every position of desire, no matter how
small, is capable of calling into question the established order of a society:
not that desire is asocial, on the contrary. But it is explosive; there is no
desiring-machine capable of being assembled without demolishing entire
social sectors. Despite what some revolutionaries think about this, desire
is revolutionary in its essence. (126–27)
Brandon Arroyo evokes Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of “flows of desire” to
locate queer potentialities in the very architecture of porn tube sites, suggesting
that the browsing experience of “constant clicking is less a sign of impatience
than an expression of desire—a desire to find something beyond the text, to feel
something that the text cannot give us. The best realization of queer porn up
to this point may not be a text, but a movement wherein we move past a text”
(2016, 3). Although he adds that we should not “dismiss this experience as simply
an exercise in enticing viewers to buy memberships to sites,” this exploratory
browsing benefits the corporations in ways that go beyond enticing users to
purchase paid memberships—in addition to advertising revenue, tube sites thrive
on data mining (2016, 2–3). As Patrick Keilty puts it, “The longer viewers browse the
site, the more data viewers produce.” (2018, 2) And yet, none of those self-serving
marketing functions fully accounts for the value of Shakedown or “The Pleasure
Principle.” By inviting users to venture into art galleries and view art films,
Pornhub is indeed facilitating an extratextual flow, from overtly pornographic
texts to porn-adjacent art and vice versa. As with the site’s genuinely useful efforts
at promoting more accurate and inclusive sex education, introducing Pornhub’s
regular users to ideas and images that they would not likely have encountered
otherwise can encourage critical reflection and expand ideological horizons. In
some small and perhaps temporary ways, this could enable what Deleuze and
Guattari might describe as a “deterritorialization” of the user’s worldview.
Much as porn has driven technological developments, it has provided a
model for collective struggle. In response to the industry’s marginalization and
their own marginalization within it, porn laborers are organizing spaces to share
strategies and building mutual aid networks, such as the BIPOC-AIC collective
and online forums where performers share strategies, for instance, for how to
protect themselves from online stalkers or how best to monetize their videos on
Pornhub.15 More broadly still, pornography—as a category encompassing the
deviant and the denied—remains a vital tool in the struggles against gender,
sexual, and class-based oppression; one which would arguably cease to be either
legible or necessary in a queer postcapitalist utopia. As Keilty notes, “pornography
is a US$97 billion global media industry (Morris 2014). As the primary platform by
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Figure 3.
Screenshot of video “Pornography and the Crisis of Violence Against Women.” Pornhub.
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which people interact with pornography today, online pornography companies
wield enormous influence over the ways viewers learn about, play with, explore,
and construct sexuality and sexual desires” (Keilty 2018, 1). Pornhub, as the most
profitable and heavily trafficked porn site, reflects, elucidates, generates, and
circumscribes our desires in a multitude of ways; or, to return to Kissick’s insight,
“We might also wonder to what extent our desires are our own, now that we’re
tied up in these huge, complicated desiring machines” (2019). The flipside of
Pornhub’s industrial hegemony is its notable challenge to the previous industrial
hegemony, in which porn is itself constrained by what is presumed to be profitable
or commodifiable. The paradoxical coexistence of the genuine freedom enabled
by the open-source model and also capitalism’s ability to subsume and profit off
of its competition can perhaps achieve no clearer crystallization than Pornhub
hosting a video of antiporn feminist Gail Dines’ lecture deeming pornography a
public health crisis, surrounded by pornographic video thumbnails (see figure 3).
Although algorithms do circumscribe visibility for individual videos, the
open-source tube site model has indeed democratized and decentralized porn
production by devaluing studio-produced content. The traditional porn industry
has taken a hit, but many individual performers and content-producers have
adapted and even flourished as a result. One unintended consequence of the
digital porn revolution is that more women in porn arguably have more control
over their own images than ever before, now that creating their own content is as
or more profitable for most performers than working for a production company.
And, as I have discussed, Pornhub is much more than a compendium of
pornographic videos. I do not mean to overstate Pornhub’s radical or even
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progressive tendencies. Rather, the goal, in terms of queer liberation, should be to
dismantle the entire industry along with the capitalism that sustains it, without
condemning sexual imagery to the shadows of culture. As such, we should
continue to defend its legitimacy as a cultural form and acknowledge its ongoing
pedagogical functions, while also critiquing its specific manifestations and looking
forward to its obsolescence. The question is how to channel the revolutionary
essence described by Deleuze and Guattari, how to offer a true version of the
freedom and openness teased by Pornhub. Despite the corporation’s fraught
positionality within the porn industry, US culture, and globalized capitalism,
Pornhub’s recent PR efforts effectively challenge the binaries separating art
from porn, the mainstream from the margins, and that is in itself a resolutely
queer phenomenon. Recognizing that our innermost desires are inextricable
from our positionality under capitalism, and moving beyond rigidly individualist
frameworks to envision porn consumption as interaction with collective “flows
of desire,” we can begin the process of decoding our desires (Deleuze & Guattari
1996).16
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Notes
1. A few other sites, like BoilerRoom.tv, apparently streamed the film
simultaneously, but I was unable to find publicity about anywhere other than
Pornhub.
2. In the months since completing this manuscript, several developments have
suggested concrete motivations for Pornhub’s attempts at rebranding via the
PR strategies discussed here. In December 2020, a New York Times report
alleged that Pornhub had failed to prevent the hosting of illegal videos
depicting underage and nonconsensual sexual activity (see Kristof 2020).
Subsequently, Visa and Mastercard began refusing to process payments for
the site. In June 2021, the Canadian Parliament’s Standing Committee on
Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics released a report recommending
that Pornhub and similar platforms be held “liable for any failure to prevent
the upload of, or ensure the timely deletion of child sexual abuse material,
content depicting non-consensual activity, and any other content uploaded
without the knowledge or consent of all parties, including enacting a duty of
care, along with financial penalties for non-compliance or failure to fulfil a
required duty of care.” For more information see the Standing Committee on
Access to Privacy, Information and Ethics (2021). For a critique of the proposed
legislation, see Sullivan, MacDonald, and Webber (2021).
3. Rodeschini refers to the Pornhub founder as “Adrian Thylmann,” but is
presumably speaking about Fabian Thylmann.

4. Information about current and future collaborations with artists and
experimental filmmakers was provided by an informant on condition of
anonymity.
5. It is also worth noting that even other anti-gentrification activists took issue
with the focus and tactics of Defend Boyle Heights, to the point that one such
organization actually created a Facebook group called “Defend Boyle Heights
from Defend Boyle Heights”. Ironically enough, one of the primary criticisms
of DBH is that it was an example of “white hipsters” coopting the movement.
6. For information about industry responses to recent critiques, see Dickson 2020.
7. The landing site can be found at https://www.pornhub.com/popularwithwomen
8. See, for instance, Carolee Schneeman’s Fuses (1964–7), Abigail Child’s Mayhem
(1987), Peggy Ahwesh’s The Color of Love (1994), Machiko Saito’s Premenstrual
Spotting (1997), and Kadet Kuhne’s XXXperimental (2014).
9. Indeed, one of the women featured in the film, Mahogany, is described on
Pornhub.com/shakedown as “the legendary mother of the scene.” In the film
she reveals that she had, through her role as mother of House of Fish, in fact
hosted a ball.
10. For more information about content moderation see, Paasonen 2019 and
Rodeschini 2020.
11. See, for instance, Solanas and Getino, 1970–71.
12. On films as advertisements for themselves, see Adorno and Horkheimer.
13. I contacted Leilah Weinraub to conduct an interview, so that she might convey
her perspective in her own words. She agreed to participate but was unable
to propose a time to speak me prior to this article’s publication deadline. As
such, I can only speculate based on her published interviews.
14. Hood by Air was launched by Shayne Oliver. Weinraub developed several
collections and, in 2012, became CEO and partner.
15. See, for instance, https://www.bipoc-collective.org/ and https://www.
ambercutie.com/forums/threads/Pornhub-model-payment-program.28009/
page-8.
16. This phrase is repeated often in the book, for instance, on pages 33 and 35.
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